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The Merit-Cum-Means Scholarship fully supported the cost of tuition fees which was Rs.

90,000/- per annum for a student until 2015. Since 2016, the tuition fee has been revised

to Rs.2 lakhs annually.

The Govt. Merit-cum-Means Scholarship has

been revised to 2/3rd of Rs.2 lakhs (i.e., 1.33

Lakhs). This leaves a sum of Rs. 66,667/- to

be borne by the student. 

This scholarship endeavor has received

extensive backing from Alumni, Corporates

and Well-wishers.

Parental income between Rs. 1

lakh and Rs. 5 lakh per annum 

Degree – B. Tech / Dual

Degree

Up to four (4) years of tuition

assistance will be covered

Eligibility Criteria

1977 BATCH SAPPHIRE REUNION - MCM
SCHOLARSHIP
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Few Beneficiary feedback

Name              : Iniyan V N
Degree           : B. Tech
Department : Mechanical Engineering

I thank you for selecting me to obtain
the Merit cum Means scholarship and I
am sure this will help me a lot to build
my skills and apply them in the future. In
the future, I plan to go into the world of
Artificial Intelligence and Machine
Learning. I am hoping to do some
research in the field in the future in
Germany. I hope I can do something in
the field of my interest such that it helps
a lot of people overcome their daily life
difficulties.

Name                : Sabbella Raghu Ram Reddy
Degree           : B. Tech
Department : Electrical Engineering

I am so thankful to you sir /mam,  i used to
worry a lot about my semester fees but
through this scholarship i can focus on my
studies much better. My ultimate goal is
to get placed in a top MNC and then start
my own business, i have been working so
hard for it. With this scholarship i can
concentrate much better on my studies
without worrying about my financial
situation. I am sincerely grateful for this
scholarship and assure you that it will be
utilized to its fullest extent.
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Name              : Vanka Sri Satya Mahesh
Degree           : B. Tech
Department : Mechanical Engineering

I can't express the correct word but
Thank you,
I am very grateful for the scholarship as
it decreases the burden on my father
who retired recently.
I made a goal to achieve a big bag which
can help my family and also lovely work
nature. But the plan for it is not ready. 
I think I still didn't achieve anything,
getting into IIT is just a goal, but getting
successful here is an achievement.

Name              : Adarsh Vaishya
Degree           : B. Tech
Department : Bio Engineering

I am writing this express my sincere
gratitude to the donors. This gift will
significantly ease the burden of my
educational expenses and allow me to
focus on my studies. I promise to use the
opportunity wisely and contribute
positively to my Alma mater back. Once
again thanks to all the donors and I am
truly honoured to be a recipient of this
scholarship.
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Name              : Ankit Kesrod
Degree           : B. Tech
Department : Mechanical Engineering

I am grateful to have such strong alumni
support. Having alumni like ours who not
only support us in our education
monetarily but also motivate us in a
sense to study hard and not let that
support and faith of theirs go in vain. I
would like to thank all our alumni for
their support and I hope that I will also
be able to help my college in whatever
way possible. Thanking you
again.

Name              : Vallab Mahajan
Degree           : B. Tech
Department : Civil Engineering

Me and my family are very thankful for
this support. I am immensely grateful for
your invaluable support. Your
scholarship not only reduces the
financial burden on my family but also
empower me to pursue my dreams with
confidence. Thank you for your
generosity
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Name              : Sahil
Degree           : B. Tech
Department : Metallurgy & Materials  
Engineering

First of all thankyou sir/mam for this
scholarship. It'll help me a lot
I'm interested in research. So, I'm
thinking to go in higher studies cos i
wanna study more in my core. In next
sem I'll join avishkar team. And i wanna
bring my CGPA at a higher level ie.
Above nine.so, I'll focus on my academic
more for it. I wanna thanks you
sir/madam to support me this much.

Name              : Rajesh Kumar
Degree           : B. Tech
Department : Engineering Physics

I am immensly greatful for your
donation. This will help me concentrate
on my studies.  I am currently working as
a junior technical member in the
Avishkar Hyperloop team. 
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Name              : Naga Tanishq
Degree           : B. Tech
Department : Aerospace Engineering

 Respected donor,
                  As we belong to a middle class
family, money will be an big asset for us.I
really thank you that you helped to
cover my tution fees.It really helped me
a lot in many ways and also decrease the
burden on my parents.I also covered
some of my expenses with that
scholarship money.
My sincere thanks to everyone

Name              : Diya Gupta
Degree           : B. Tech
Department : Chemical Engineering

I am writing to express my deepest
gratitude for awarding me the scholarship.
Your generosity and belief in my potential
mean the world to me. This scholarship will
not only alleviate the financial burden of
my education but also inspire me to work
harder and strive for excellence. Your
support is not just a financial contribution;
it is a vote of confidence in my abilities and
aspirations. I promise to make the most of
this opportunity and to use my education
to make a positive impact in my community
and beyond.
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Name              : Venugopal Gulla
Degree           : B. Tech
Department : Engineering Physics

Name              : Chandaluri Sai Sathwik
Degree           : B. Tech
Department : Civil Engineering

Dear Sir, I am writing to express my sincere
gratitude for the scholarship you have
generously provided me. Your support will
greatly assist me in achieving my academic
and career goals. As a recipient of this
scholarship, I am deeply honored and
humbled by your generosity. Your
contribution has allowed me to pursue my
dreams and aspirations without the burden
of financial stress. I assure you that I will
do my best to make the most of this
opportunity. Once again, thank you for
your kindness and generosity. 

I am writing to express my deepest
gratitude for this scholarship. Your
generosity has not only lightened my
financial burden but has also inspired me
to strive for excellence in my academic
pursuits. This scholarship is a beacon of
hope and a testament to the belief that
hardwork and dedication are recognised &
rewarded
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Name              : Harish Srinivas
Degree           : B. Tech
Department : Chemical Engineering 

Name              : Krishna Jitendra
Degree           : B. Tech
Department : Bio Engineering

I am writing to express my deepest gratitude
for the MCM scholarship. Your generous
contribution towards my tuition fees is truly
appreciated, and it means more to me than
words can express. Receiving this scholarship
not only eases my financial burden but also
motivates me to excel in my academic pursuits.
Your support reinforces my belief in the power
of community and the importance of giving
back. Please know that your generosity has
made a significant impact on my academics,
and I am committed to making the most of this
opportunity. 

I may not be given the information of who
helped with my scholarship but whoever it is
thank you so much for this wonderful help. It
actually reduces our financial burden and also
gives me the confidence and the strength to
do whatever I gotta do(as I would always be
thinking what would my parents do to run the
family as well as pay my fees). I’ve never
thought I would get a scholarship like this. I
used to write scholarship exams but
unfortunately couldn’t get it. But this is a
precious gift for me and my family. I once
again thank for the donor as well as everyone
who helped me to get this.
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Name              : Sriram Sadasivan
Degree           : B. Tech
Department : Civil Engineering 

Name              : Vishal Rajesh
Degree           : B. Tech
Department : Engineering Physics

I am writing to express my deepest gratitude
for selecting me as a recipient of the 1977
Batch Sapphire Reunion - MCM scholarship.
Receiving this award is not only an honor but
also a tremendous financial relief that will
significantly support my academic journey.
Your investment in my future motivates me to
strive for excellence in all aspects of my
academic and personal endeavors.
I assure you that your contribution will not be
taken for granted. I am committed to
maintaining high academic standards and
making the most of the opportunities that
come my way.

We wish to extend our Wholehearted thanks
for making it possible to help us in the best
possible way from your side.

Even when we are passing through difficult
times we have some good souls like you who
have the will and actions to help people like
us.
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We would like to take this opportunity again
to express our heartfelt gratitude to all those
who made benevolent contributions
towards the growth and development of IIT
Madras.

www.iitm.ac.in

Indian Institute of Technology Madras, Chennai 600036

For more information, please contact:

Office of Alumni and Corporate Relations

T: +91-44-2257 8390 | www.acr.iitm.ac.in 
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